A conformational transition of normal cellular prion protein (PrP C ) to its pathogenic form (PrP Sc ) is believed to be a central event in the transmission of the devastating neurological diseases known as spongiform encephalopathies. The common methionine/valine polymorphism at residue 129 in the PrP influences disease susceptibility and phenotype. We report here seven crystal structures of human PrP variants: three of wild-type (WT) PrP containing V129, and four of the familial variants D178N and F198S, containing either M129 or V129. Comparison of these structures with each other and with previously published WT PrP structures containing M129 revealed that only WT PrPs were found to crystallize as domainswapped dimers or closed monomers; the four mutant PrPs crystallized as non-swapped dimers. Three of the four mutant PrPs aligned to form intermolecular b-sheets. Several regions of structural variability were identified, and analysis of their conformations provides an explanation for the structural features, which can influence the formation and conformation of intermolecular b-sheets involving the M/V129 polymorphic residue.
Introduction
Prion diseases, or transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSE), are an unusual group of invariably fatal mammalian neurodegenerative diseases (reviewed by Prusiner, 1998; Collinge, 2001; Aguzzi et al, 2008) . These rare disorders can be acquired by infection, inheritance via mutations in the gene encoding for the prion protein (PrP), or occur spontaneously. Typical features of the TSEs are long incubation periods and characteristic brain pathology including spongiform degeneration, astrogliosis, and accumulation of misfolded protein deposits. These diseases are intimately associated with conformational conversion of the normal cellular PrP (PrP C ) to a pathogenic form (PrP Sc ). According to the 'protein-only' model, PrP
Sc itself represents the infectious prion agent: it is believed to self-propagate by the mechanism involving binding to PrP C and templating the conversion of the latter protein to the PrP Sc state. The human prion diseases include Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker disease (GSS), fatal familial insomnia (FFI), and kuru. The common methionine/valine polymorphism at residue 129 influences disease susceptibility and phenotype. It is striking that the new variant CJD, believed to be transmitted by dietary exposure to bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE)-contaminated beef, has to date afflicted only individuals who are homozygous for M129 (Brandel et al, 2009) . Also, sporadic CJD cases display a variety of clinicopathological symptoms, which depend on the M/V129 genotype, and a majority of patients are homozygous at position 129 (Alpérovitch et al, 1999) . Finally, M/ V129 heterozygosity appears to be protective against kuru in the Fore tribe (Cervenáková et al, 1998) . Thus, the M/V129 polymorphism has an influence in sporadic and transmitted prion diseases. The inherited diseases include GSS, FFI, and some forms of CJD, and are associated with mutations in the PRNP gene. More than 20 disease predisposing point mutations have been reported, with the M/V129 polymorphism also affecting familial prion disease phenotype. For example, the D178N mutation co-segregates with V129 in FFI, but with M129 in CJD (Goldfarb et al, 1992) . Other inherited pathogenic mutations also typically co-segregate with only either M129 or V129 (reviewed by Aguzzi et al, 2008) .
The family of mammalian prion diseases includes scrapie in sheep, BSE in cattle, and chronic wasting disease in elk and deer. Disease transmission between species is usually much less efficient than within the same species, leading to the concept of 'species barrier'. While these barriers are closely related to differences in PrP primary sequence between the donor and recipient species, another factor contributing to TSE transmissibility is the existence of multiple prion strains even within the same animal species. These distinct strains of the prion agent (leading to distinct disease phenotypes) appear to be associated with different conformational states of the PrP Sc aggregate, although high-resolution insight into these conformational differences is still missing (reviewed by Collinge and Clarke, 2007) .
The PrP C to PrP Sc transformation involves a conversion from a soluble and predominantly a-helical protein to an aggregated form, which is substantially enriched in b-sheet. Bacterially expressed recombinant PrPs, which can be easily purified, have been more amenable to high-resolution structural studies than the brain-derived proteins; PrP Sc is particularly problematic due to its aggregated nature. Although recombinant PrPs lack the C-terminal glycophosphatidyinositol (GPI) anchor and N-linked glycosylation at two sites, both of these post-translational modifications are not essential for infectivity (Taraboulos et al, 1990; Chesebro et al, 2005; Tuzi et al, 2008) . NMR and circular dichroism studies of bovine PrP C purified from healthy brains showed that the thermal stability and three-dimensional structure of the purified glycoprotein and non-glycosylated recombinant protein are essentially identical (Hornemann et al, 2004) . NMR structures of various mammalian PrPs revealed a conserved monomeric protein fold with a highly flexible N-terminus (residues 23-124) and a globular C-terminal domain (125-231), which contains a small two-stranded, anti-parallel b-sheet and three long a-helices (Wü thrich and Riek, 2001 ). This predominantly a-helical fold is reiterated in the crystal structures of a domain-swapped human PrP (hPrP) (Knaus et al, 2001 ) and of monomeric hPrP and ovine PrP (ovPrP) (Eghiaian et al, 2004; Haire et al 2004; Antonyuk et al, 2009) . The published structures all contain M129. To investigate the structural consequences of the M/ V129 polymorphic residue and understand how it may play a determinant role in prion disease susceptibility, we have solved the crystal structures of recombinant wild-type (WT) hPrP containing V129. We have also determined the crystal structures of the pathogenic mutants D178N and F198S, with both M129 and V129, to further probe the conformational effects of the polymorphic residue and also to investigate the structural consequences of the disease predisposing mutations themselves.
Results

WT-V129 in three different crystal forms reveals both dimeric and monomeric structures
Three different WT-V129 crystal forms were obtained: WT-V129_1, which has space group C222 1 , is isomorphous with WT-M129, and was solved at 2.26-Å resolution; WT-V129_2 and WT-V129_3 both have space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 , but different unit cell dimensions, and were refined at 3.1 and 1.8-Å resolution, respectively (Table I) .
Both WT-V129_1 and WT-V129_2 reveal disulfide-linked, 3D-domain-swapped dimers nearly identical to the WT-M129 structure ( Figure 1A and Supplementary Figure S1A , additional details are provided in the Supplementary data; Knaus et al, 2001) . V129 is well-defined in density located in the first short b-strand and, consistent with NMR studies (Hosszu et al, 2004) , the M129-to-V129 substitution does not seem to cause any local conformational changes. In both crystal forms, the V129 side chain is on the protein surface, exposed to solvent, and is not involved in any intermolecular interactions. The elucidation of domain-swapped PrP dimers in two different crystal forms, in which the two halves are related by different types of symmetry (crystallographic in WT-V129_1 and non-crystallographic in WT-V129_2), confirms that dimerization is a characteristic behaviour of recombinant PrP rather than merely a crystallization artefact. This is also supported by the observation of a small amount of disulfide-linked dimer in solutions of WT and variant PrP proteins (Supplementary Figure S1C) . WT-V129_3 contains a single PrP polypeptide in the asymmetric unit ( Figure 1B) ; the electron density defines a closed hinge-loop conformation corresponding to a compactly folded, non-swapped monomer (Supplementary Figure S1B) . V129 is a solvent-exposed surface residue, near a crystal packing interface with H155 as its closest neighbour.
The ordered structures for the three crystal forms (encompassing residues A120-Y225 in WT-V129_1 and L125-Q227 in WT-V129_2 and WT-V129_3) appear to be N-terminally truncated as was seen for WT-M129, crystals of which were shown to contain N-terminally proteolysed protein (Knaus et al, 2001) . That the N-terminus is susceptible to proteolysis is not surprising since NMR studies have shown that this region is flexible to about residue 125 in full-length (23-230) and truncated (90-230) recombinant PrP. This flexible Nterminus appears to have little effect on the structure of the C-terminal domain (Zahn et al, 2000) . Furthermore, glycosylated PrP purified from bovine brains (Hornemann et al, 2004) shows a similar ordered structure limited to the C-terminal region.
By superimposing two WT-V129_3 monomers onto the two halves of the WT-V129_1 dimer, the resulting steric clashes of the hinge loops and helices-2 show that a dimer of nonswapped monomers would require substantial conformational adjustments ( Figure 1C ), and confirm that the WT-V129 dimers are domain-swapped. In addition to the hinge loop, which changes structure upon helix-3 swapping, the (R164-S170) loop adjacent to the small b-sheet with M/V129 is conformationally variable. This loop is nearly identical in both WT-V129_1 and WT-M129 dimers, with characteristic side-chain hydrogen bonding interactions between Y169 and D178, and between R164 and E168 ( Figure 2A ). In one chain of the WT-V129_2 dimer, R164 forms a salt bridge with E167, while in the other there is no intra-loop interaction ( Figure 2B and C). The WT-V129_3 monomer loop includes a helical turn such that D167 swings in to interact with D178 ( Figure 2D ). In all WT-V129 and WT-M129 crystal structures, R164 hydrogen bonds to the G126 main chain. CJD D178N/M129 and FFI D178N/V129 crystal structures exhibit different conformations and a non-conserved intermolecular b-sheet The D178N mutation is associated with two pathologically distinct inherited prion diseases, CJD and FFI, when the mutation colocalizes with M129 or V129, respectively (Goldfarb et al, 1992) . Both versions of the mutant have been crystallized. The CJD D178N/M129 crystal has space group P4 3 2 1 2 and was solved at 1.8-Å resolution, while the FFI D178N/V129 crystal has space group I2 1 2 1 2 1 and yielded a 2.0-Å resolution structure (Table I) .
In D178N/M129, there is no continuous density for B35 N-terminal residues, several hinge-loop residues, and for a few C-terminal residues. Thus, the refined model contains residues G126-T192 and K194-R228 for chain-A and G126-T192 and E196-R228 for chain-B. The two chains form a dimer, which is very similar to those observed in the WT crystals, except that the D178N/M129 dimer appears to be composed of two non-swapped, closed monomers. The hinge-loop density gaps correspond to only 1-3 residues and indicate that the D178N/M129 dimer is most likely composed of non-swapped monomers. In contrast, the D178N/V129 crystal contains only a single chain in the asymmetric unit, but it combines with a symmetry-related molecule to form a dimer that is similar to that seen for Unit cell (Å ) Additionally allowed regions D178N/M129. The refined D178N/V129 protein model consists of residues G126-T192 and E196-Q223; its small hingeloop density gap also suggests a dimer of two non-swapped monomers. Due to scarcity of crystals, it was not possible to determine the disulfide-linked dimer content, or the extent of N-terminal proteolysis, of either of these two mutant crystals. There is no substantial difference in the overall protein fold in D178N/M129 or D178N/V129 as compared with the WT dimers, other than the hinge loops, which are in a partially disordered closed conformation in the mutants and an ordered open conformation for the WT dimers ( Figure 3A and C). However, the local environment surrounding the altered D178N residue shows differences between the M129 and V129 isoforms. In the WT crystal structures, D178 is a mostly solvent-exposed residue, and in several crystalline forms the D178 side-chain hydrogen bonds to either Y169 or D167 in the variable (R164-S170) loop. In the two D178N structures, the N178 residues are in nearly identical conformations as D178 in the WT structures; the local structural variability is in the adjacent (R164-S170) loop. In D178N/ M129, N178 does not interact with the (R164-S170) loop ( Figure 2E ), while in D178N/V129, the N178 side chain interacts with D167, which in turn forms a salt bridge with R164 ( Figure 2F ), corresponding to two very different loop conformations (3.1 Å r.m.s.d. for Ca superimpositions). As is also the case for the dimeric WT crystal structures, the average loop B-factors for the M129 and V129 isoforms of D178N are higher than the corresponding overall average B for the two proteins (Table I ). In accordance with correspondingly higher loop B-factors, the electron density in this region for D178N/V129 is less clear than for the different loop conformation in D178N/M129 (Supplementary Figure S2A) or the similar conformation in WT-V129_3.
An even more striking difference between the D178N and WT structures, and between the two D178N structures, is in the environment about the M/V129 polymorphic residue and the intermolecular packing of dimers. In crystals containing WT-M129 and WT-V129 dimers, the M129 and V129 side chains are solvent-exposed and not involved in intermolecular contacts. In D178N/M129, two dimers related by crystallographic symmetry come together such that the two small intramolecular b-sheets combine to form continuous intermolecular, four-stranded, antiparallel b-sheets at the dimer:-dimer interface ( Figure 3A and B). The N-terminal b-strands in the middle of the sheet contain M129 side chains that pack against each other to form part of the 'sheet interface.' In contrast, the presence of V129 in D178N/V129 yields a crystal with very different packing between dimers, which are rotated by B90 degrees with respect to each other as compared with their approach in the M129 isoform ( Figure 3C ). Due to this rotation, the short b-strands in the neighbouring molecules do not combine to form a continuous intermolecular b-sheet, and the V129 side chains do not interact with each other but instead are exposed to solvent ( Figure 3D ). Superimposed is one chain of the WT-V129_1 domain-swapped dimer (grey), to illustrate the differences in hinge region conformation. (C) Non-swapped hPrP dimers cannot adopt the 3D-domain-swapped dimer organization. Superimposed on the WT-V129_1 domain-swapped dimer (beige) are two copies of the non-swapped WT-V129_3 monomers (grey); the helices-2 and hinge loops sterically clash at the dimer interface. Helices are drawn as cylinders. (D) Asymmetry in the D178N/M129 dimer. Superimposition of two copies of the dimer shows that the two halves (green) are rotated B10 degrees with respect to each other. (E) Variations in the bending angles of the hPrP dimer. When one set of monomers is superimposed, the second set of monomers is oriented differently in mutant and WT dimers. D178N/M129 (green) and F198S/ M129 (purple) dimers have the same bending angle, D178N/V129 (cyan) and F198S/V129 (pink) superimpose well, and the WT-V129_1 dimer (beige) is similar to WT-V129_2 (not shown) and different from both pairs of mutant dimers.
F198S/M129 and GSS F198S/V129 structures have similar conformations and intermolecular b-sheets
F198S is a mutation, which colocalizes with the V129 polymorphism in GSS Hsiao et al, 1992) ; colocalization with M129 has not yet been reported. To provide a full structural investigation of the pathogenic F198S substitution in the context of both M129 and V129, both proteins were crystallized. Both crystals have space group P4 3 2 1 2 and similar cell dimensions. The F198S/M129 structure was solved at 2.0-Å resolution, while the GSS F198S/V129 structure was refined to 1.85-Å resolution (Table I) .
The refined F198S/M129 model includes residues L125-T193 and S198-Y226 for chain-A, and G126-V189 and N197-Y226 for chain-B. In F198S/V129, there is continuous density for residues L125-T192 and S198-Y226 in chain-A, and G126-T190 and S198-Q227 in chain-B. The two F198S crystals are isomorphous not only with each other, but also with D178N/M129. It is not surprising then that both F198S crystals contain dimers similar to those seen In the monomeric hPrP-Fab structure, the loop resembles that in WT-V129_1 except there is no interaction between R164 and G126. (H) In WT ovPrP, the loop is similar to that in WT-V129_1 except there is no interaction between R164 and G126, and there is an additional hydrogen bond between Y128 and D178 that is observed only in the WT and mutant ovPrP crystal structures. (I) Superimposition of the loops from D178N/M129 (green), D178N/V129 (cyan), and V129_1 (beige), highlighting the three distinct conformations.
in the D178N structures ( Figure 3E and Supplementary Figure S2C ). As in the D178N structures, there is discontinuous hinge-loop density. F198S/M129 crystallization was reproducible enough to provide adequate samples for Western blot analysis, which shows a mixture of proteins of different sizes, but with the major component being intact monomeric PrP(90-231), while WT crystals contain only the N-terminally proteolysed protein and are enriched in disulfide-linked dimers (Supplementary Figure S1C ; details in Supplementary data). This correlates well with the observation of continuous density for open hinge loops in the swapped WT dimers, and broken density for flexible closed hinge loops in the mutant dimers.
In the WT-V129_1 swapped dimer and WT-V129_3 closed monomer, the F198 side chain is buried in a hydrophobic environment (Supplementary Figure S1A and B) . In both D178N mutant structures, the F198 side chain remains solvent-inaccessible even with increased flexibility of the adjacent hinge loop. In contrast, in both F198S mutant structures the S198 side chain is largely solvent-exposed (Supplementary Figure S2B) . The S198 hinge-loop density gaps correspond to 4-7 residues as compared with 1-3 residues in the D178N dimers. Thus a structural effect of the F198S substitution appears to be an increase in hinge-loop flexibility as a result of replacing a large buried hydrophobic residue with a small hydrophilic amino acid that prefers to be exposed to solvent.
The increase in hinge-loop flexibility in the two F198S isoforms does not interfere with the mutants' ability to crystallize as non-covalent dimers. The protein fold and crystal packing are very similar in both the F198S and D178N/M129 structures (Figure 3A and E; Supplementary Figure S2C , Ca r.m.s.d.s of 0.6-1.1 Å ), including the (R164-S170) loop (Ca r.m.s.d.s 0.14-0.4 Å ). In both F198S/M129 and F198S/V129, R164 forms a salt bridge with D167 and D178 is left to interact with the solvent. These loop interactions and conformations are very similar to those in WT-V129_2 and D178N/M129 ( Figure 2C and E) . Also in keeping with the other dimeric PrP structures, the average loop B-factor is higher than the overall protein average B for the F198S/M129 structure; F198S/V129 is the exception since its loop and overall average B-factors are nearly identical (Table I) .
Unlike the two D178N structures, which showed that the dimers in the M129 and V129 isoforms participate in dramatically different intermolecular interactions, the two F198S structures reveal a relatively subtle structural effect of the M/V129 substitution. As for D178N/M129, F198S/M129 dimers come together with M129 side chains packing against each other at an intermolecular b-sheet interface. A similar b-sheet is formed between F198S/V129 dimers, except that this interface is bent by B10 degrees as compared with that in the M129 isoform. The result is that one face of the b-sheet becomes more exposed such that the V129 side chains, which are short and branched as compared with that of M129, do not pack tightly against each other ( Figure 3F ).
Discussion
NMR studies of recombinant PrPs have thoroughly characterized a conserved monomeric fold presumed to represent PrP C (Wü thrich and Riek, 2001 ). The crystal structure of hPrP WT-M129 revealed an unexpected 3D-domain-swapped dimer and expanded the understanding of the PrP conformational repertoire (Knaus et al, 2001 ). Single-amino-acid substitutions such as the M/V129 isoforms, and pathogenic mutations identified in inherited prion diseases, influence disease susceptibility and phenotype. Structural comparison of WT and variant PrPs is an important step in understanding how variant PrPs may contribute to prion disease mechanisms. Detailed structural information on hPrP disease variants has been limited to the NMR structure of the familial CJD-related Q200K mutant, which was nearly identical to that of WT hPrP except for minor differences in flexible regions such as both termini and two loops (Zhang et al, 2000) . NMR structures of non-pathogenic hPrP variants also do not reveal any significant structural differences (Calzolai et al, 2000) . The ensemble of seven hPrP crystal structures described here, for WT-V129 and pathogenic D178N and F198S mutants, substantially increases the characterization of PrP conformational behaviour, and highlights structural details, which may be relevant to prion disease mechanisms.
PrP dimers exhibit differences in 3D-domain swapping and dimer organization
Dimers are observed in the crystals of both WT and mutant PrPs, but vary in several different ways (details in the Supplementary data). The first is that both WT-M129 and WT-V129 can crystallize as swapped dimers, while D178N and F198S mutants crystallize as non-swapped dimers. Secondly, PrP dimers vary in the orientation of the two monomers with respect to each other. The two mutant dimers containing M129 are asymmetric and bent, while the two mutant dimers containing V129 are symmetric ( Figure 1D ). The WT dimers are symmetric irrespective of whether they contain M129 or V129. When one monomer of each dimer is superimposed and the orientations of the second monomers are compared, the WT, M129-containing mutants and V129-containing mutants are found to exhibit three different dimer conformations ( Figure 1E ). This segregation of mutant dimer organization according to the M/V129 polymorphism is intriguing since the polymorphic M/V129 residues are predominantly solvent-exposed in the context of the dimers, and they are distant from the dimer interface.
The presence of 3D-domain swapping can explain the significant difference in organization between the WT and mutant dimers. When two copies of the WT-V129_3 monomer are superimposed onto the two halves of the WT-V129_1 swapped dimer, the C-termini of the two helices-2 and the adjacent closed hinge loops introduce severe steric clashes ( Figure 1C ). Thus, for two monomers to form a non-swapped dimer, shifts of the helices-2 and the hinge loops are necessary. Substantial shifts of helix-2 in either one or both monomers produce asymmetric M129-containing or symmetric V129-containing mutant dimers, respectively (Supplementary Figure S3) . Intermolecular b-sheets containing the polymorphic residue 129 are observed only in non-swapped structures In WT PrP structures, the M129/V129 residues do not directly participate in intermolecular contacts. In contrast, in three of the four mutant structures, the M129/V129 side chains pack against each other at an intermolecular b-sheet interface. Intermolecular b-sheets have been observed in two other mammalian PrP crystal structures (hPrP residue numbering for all species is for simplicity). The structure of WT ovPrP contains symmetry-related monomers that form intermolecular b-sheets with M129 at the interface (Haire et al, 2004) . Superimposition of the structure of WT ovPrP with the two hPrP mutants reveals substantial differences in the sheet interface angle, by up to B40 degrees ( Figure 4A ). In contrast, several ovPrP scrapie-susceptibility variants crystallized as Fab complexes did not exhibit intermolecular b-sheets, apparently due to potential steric clashes involving the Fab, which is only B10 Å from M129 (Eghiaian et al, 2004) . The crystal structure of monomeric WT hPrP bound to the ICSM 18-Fab also has an intermolecular b-sheet with M129 (Antonyuk et al, 2009 ). The hPrP M129/Fab sheet interface differs substantially from those of ovPrP and the hPrP mutants, by up to B70 degrees ( Figure 4A ). In the ovPrP and hPrP mutant sheets, the M/V129 residues interact with each other more intimately (Cb-Cb distances of 5.3-5.8 Å ) than in WT hPrP-Fab (Cb-Cb distance of 6.8 Å ). Thus while intermolecular b-sheets containing M/V129 are observed in five different mammalian PrP structures, there are differences in the interactions involving M/V129 and a wide variation in the conformation of the sheet and the angle between the monomers forming the interface.
The M/V129 polymorphic residue influences intermolecular b-sheet formation and conformation
There is no significant difference in local protein fold between M129-and V129-containing structures. This is consistent with observations that the polymorphism has no effect on the stability, folding, or dynamics of PrP C (Hosszu et al, 2004) . The most striking difference is in the formation and conformation of the intermolecular b-sheets, which are observed in a subset of the structures, and is most clear when comparing the mutant hPrP structures. The two M129-containing mutants, D178N/M129 and F198S/M129, form identical intermolecular b-sheets with the M129 side chains interacting at the interface (Figure 3A and B; Supplementary  Figures S2C, S5A and C) . When V129 is present, the sheet interface in F198S/V129 is bent B10 degrees to prevent the branched V129 side chains from sterically clashing with each other ( Figures 3E, F and 4A; Supplementary Figure S5D) , and in D178N/V129 the sheet interface is absent entirely With monomers from one dimer superimposed (grey), the monomers from the second dimer (coloured) are rotated B90 degrees with respect to each other and an intermolecular b-sheet is present in only D178N/M129. (C) Scheme showing the relationship of the conformationally variable regions, which may influence intermolecular b-sheet formation. This is a composite figure showing conformations and interactions from both WT and mutant hPrP crystal structures. In the non-swapped dimer (green, blue for helices-2), J 1 the hinge loops (dashed blue lines) and helices-2 (blue) must shift from their corresponding positions in the swapped dimer (pale blue) to relieve steric clashes. The helix-2 orientation influences J 2 the conformation of the (R164-S170) loop (from pale red to red) and in turn, J 3 the adjacent b-sheet containing M/V129 (orange), and J 4 its ability to form an intermolecular b-sheet of a particular conformation with another PrP molecule (grey).
( Figures 3C, D and 4B; Supplementary Figure S5B) . One possible speculation from the comparison of these four hPrP mutant structures is that M129 is more compatible with the formation of an intermolecular b-sheet than V129. In this context, it is interesting to note that both the ovPrP and the hPrP M129/Fab complex structures, which exhibit b-sheet interfaces, also contain M129.
In contrast, no sheet interfaces are observed for the hPrP WT-M129 or WT-V129 dimers, or the WT-V129 monomer (Supplementary Figure S4) . The presence of V129 may explain the absence of sheet interface in the three WT-V129 crystals. A comparison of the hPrP crystal structures containing a sheet interface with that of the hPrP WT-M129 dimer was performed to understand why the interface is not observed for swapped WT dimers. When WT-M129 is superimposed on D178N/M129, the different conformation of the WT-M129 N-terminal residues, V121-G126, would introduce steric clashes that prevent intermolecular sheet formation. The WT-M129 N-terminal structure appears to be stabilized by an (R164-S170) loop conformation whose R164 side chain is shifted outward towards G126 (Figure 2A ), instead of participating in intra-loop interactions as seen in the mutant ( Figure 2E ). Comparison of WT-M129 with M129/Fab shows a less direct impediment: with a modelled M129/Fab-like interface, the C-termini of the two WT-M129 halves would sterically clash. It is interesting to note that these N-terminal and C-terminal residues, which would interfere with the formation of 'mutant-like' and 'Fab-complex-like' sheet interfaces in the WT-M129 dimer, flank the opposite sides of the (R164-S170) loop.
The (R164-S170) loop may act as a conformational bridge via R164 interactions
The ensemble of PrP crystal structures reveals three distinct regions of conformational variability. The first is the dimer interface, where the hinge-loop conformation and flexibility, and the helix-2 C-terminus orientation are very different between swapped WT dimers and non-swapped mutant dimers. The second region is the small b-sheet containing the M/V129 polymorphic residue, which can form intermolecular sheet interfaces of variable conformation. There appears to be a relationship between these two regions since formation of the sheet interface between hPrP dimers correlates with the non-swapped dimer conformation. However, there is limited/no direct interaction between the b-strand containing M/V129 and either helix-2 or the hinge loop. Instead, a third, structurally variable region, the (R164-S170) loop located between the first strand and the N-terminus of helix-2, can potentially allow transmission of conformational information between the dimer interface and the b-sheet ( Figure 4C ).
Specific interactions involving the different (R164-S170) loop conformations may influence the M/V129-containing b-strand and its role in intermolecular b-sheet formation (Figure 2A-I) . When the loop conformation is such that the R164 side-chain hydrogen bonds with G126, the M/V129-containing b-strand is tethered to the (R164-S170) loop and does not form an intermolecular b-sheet. This is observed in the WT-M129, the three WT-V129, and the D178N/V129 crystal structures, which all lack the b-sheet interface and which have R164 side-chain nitrogen-G126 oxygen (nitrogen for D178N/V129) distances ranging from 2.7 to 3.2 Å (Figure 2A-C and F) . Conversely, for those hPrP structures in which the R164 side chain is too far from G126 for hydrogen bonding, the M/V129-containing b-strand is not directly tethered to the (R164-S170) loop and is able to form the sheet interface. This is the case for the three hPrP mutants and the M129/Fab complex, which all exhibit the intermolecular b-sheet and in which R164-G126 oxygen distances range from 4.2 to 12.8 Å (Figure 2E and G) .
The correlation between the R164-G126 interaction and absence of intermolecular b-sheet is observed among all nine hPrP crystal structures. In the WT ovPrP crystal structure, which exhibits the sheet interface, R164 does not hydrogen bond to G126 (a distance of 6.4 Å to the G126 carbonyl; Figure 2H ). Thus, the connection between the (R164-S170) loop conformation and the sheet interface holds for both hPrP and ovPrP structures. The Fab in the three ovPrP variant antibody complex structures sterically prevent intermolecular b-sheet formation, explaining the lack of R164-G126 hydrogen bonds (distances of 4.3-4.7 Å to the G126 carbonyl) in these structures, which also lack the sheet interface.
Conformations of the (R164-S170) loop and b-sheet interface containing M/V129 may be species-specific markers The different (R164-S170) loop conformations seen in the WT and mutant hPrP structures can be sorted into three distinct groups: 'loop-A' in the WT-M129 and WT-V129_1 swapped dimers (Figure 2A) , two variations of 'loop-B' in the WT-V129_2 swapped dimer ( Figure 2B and C) , and 'loop-C' in the WT-V129_3 monomer ( Figure 2D ). These WT loop conformations are reiterated in the four mutant hPrP structures. The three mutants, which exhibit a b-sheet interface, all have (R164-S170) loop conformations similar to 'loop-B' (Figure 2E ), while the one mutant, which does not form a sheet interface, adopts the 'loop-C' conformation instead ( Figure 2F ). The flexibility of the (R164-S170) loop is welldocumented for many mammalian PrPs. NMR studies show no observable backbone resonances for hPrP, bovine PrP, or mouse PrP (mPrP) for residues 166-172 (Riek et al, 1998; López Garcia et al, 2000; Zahn et al, 2000) . However, this loop region becomes partially stabilized in Syrian hamster PrP (shPrP) (Liu et al, 1999) and is very well defined in elk PrP (ePrP) (Gossert et al, 2005) .
The (R164-S170) loop is one of two regions in PrP with most significant inter-species sequence variation; mutations of residues in/near this loop inhibited PrP Sc formation in a cell culture model, and residues within this region have been identified as part of the epitope for binding of a hypothetical 'protein X' (Telling et al, 1995; Kaneko et al, 1997) . In the designed hPrP S170N mutant (in which the hPrP serine was replaced with the shPrP asparagine) or mPrP S170N/N174T mutant (in which mPrP residues 170 and 174 were replaced with the corresponding residues in ePrP), NMR data show a switch from a flexible to a partially stabilized (shPrP-like), and a highly ordered (ePrP-like) loop structure, respectively (Calzolai et al, 2000; Gossert et al, 2005) . Thus, this loop may represent a conformational marker for speciesspecific susceptibility to prion diseases, as well as their transmissibility barriers. Consistent with this notion, a recent study demonstrated that transgenic mice expressing the mPrP variant with loop-ordering mutations S170N/N174T spontaneously developed a fully penetrant TSE disease (Sigurdson et al, 2009) .
The crystal structures reveal one (R164-S170) loop interaction in ovPrP, which is not observed in hPrP: in all four ovPrP crystal structures, D178 forms an additional hydrogen bond with Y128, adjacent to M129 ( Figure 2H ). The Y128-D178 interaction is observed in both free ovPrP and ovPrP-Fab complex structures, whether or not the intermolecular b-sheet is present. Similarly, although Y128 is conserved, the Y128-D178 interaction is absent in all nine hPrP crystal structures irrespective of the presence or absence of the sheet interface or bound Fab. The Y128-D178 hydrogen bond represents a striking species-dependent conformation near the polymorphic M/V129, and highlights residues N-terminal to M/V129 as another potential conformational marker of species-specific disease strains.
Comparison of the hPrP D178N(M/V129) and F198S(M/ V129) crystal structures with those of hPrP-M129/Fab (Antonyuk et al, 2009 ) and WT ovPrP (Haire et al, 2004) reveal very different sheet interface conformations, which are not only mutant-and polymorphism-dependent, but also species-dependent ( Figure 4A ). The conformation of the (R164-S170) loop and its interactions with residues in or adjacent to the M/V129-containing b-strand appear to influence the formation and conformation of the intermolecular b-sheets. This link between the (R164-S170) loop and sheet interface conformations suggests that both may play a role in determining the species-dependent conformational strain of mammalian prions.
D178N and F198S pathogenic mutant substitutions influence two highly conformationally variable regions
Mutants associated with familial prion diseases are expected to be more susceptible to structural transformation to PrP Sc . Studies of recombinant hPrP and mPrP variants show that pathogenic mutants do not necessarily exhibit decreased thermodynamic stability relative to the WT proteins (Swietnicki et al, 1998; Liemann and Glockshuber, 1999) . The ensemble of crystal structures reported here allows the first detailed comparison of WT with pathogenic mutants and reveals that the D178N and F198S substitutions can affect the conformations of two regions, which are highly variable conformationally.
The GSS F198S substitution results in the replacement of a large hydrophobic phenylalanine side chain with a small hydrophilic serine. The structural effect appears to be increased flexibility of the hinge loop at the dimer interface. It is possible that this may influence the propensity of the protein to undergo 3D-domain swapping, a behaviour that is exhibited by other amyloidogenic proteins (reviewed by Bennett et al, 2006) . The increased hinge-loop flexibility may also affect the mobility of helix-2, which in turn can influence the conformation of the (R164-S170) loop and the adjacent M/V129-containing b-strand ( Figure 4C ).
The structural consequences of the FFI and CJD D178N substitution are more subtle. The D178N mutation alters a helix-2 surface residue, which interacts directly with the (R164-S170) loop in two of the three hPrP conformations as well as in ovPrP. The ovPrP crystal structures show an additional D178-Y128 hydrogen bond, which is not present in any hPrP crystal structure. Since the D178N and loop conformations in the two mutant structures are similar to their counterparts in two WT hPrP structures, a possible effect of the D178N replacement is that it may select for a single local conformation out of the several WT possibilities. Removal of the negative charge of D178 would be expected to alter the strength of electrostatic interactions, and play a role in influencing and/or selecting conformations of the (R164-S170) loop and the adjacent b-strand containing M/V129.
A complicated interplay among loop conformation, 3D-domain swapping, helix-2 orientation, and b-sheet interface may influence prion conversion and strain The observation of an intermolecular b-sheet containing M129 was initially made in the crystal structure of monomeric ovPrP, and this region was proposed as a possible initiation point for b-sheet-mediated polymerization (Haire et al, 2004) . Since this interface is small and does not result in a significant increase in b-sheet structure, it is expected that substantial refolding of other regions of the protein is still required in PrP Sc conversion. In vitro studies of recombinant hPrP variants show that D178N/M129 undergoes the a-helixto-b-sheet transition and forms amyloid fibrils more quickly than D178N/V129 or either WT polymorphic forms, and that the secondary structures of amyloids are slightly different for the two variant proteins (Apetri et al, 2005) . The correlation of these observations with the presence of the sheet interface in the D178N/M129 crystal structure and absence of a corresponding sheet in D178N/V129, WT-M129, and WT-V129 structures supports the possible role of the sheet interface in initiating extended b-sheet formation. The in vitro biophysical studies also show that, at least under some experimental conditions, both polymorphic WT hPrP forms have similar propensity to form amyloid fibrils (Apetri et al, 2005; Tahiri-Alaoui and James, 2005) , consistent with our observation of similar 3D-domain-swapped dimers and absence of sheet interfaces in all the free WT-M129 and WT-V129 hPrP crystal structures.
The crystal structures reported here represent a small sample of the conformational states that hPrP may adopt as a consequence of different pathogenic mutations or during the course of pathogenesis. These seven structures identify several conformationally variable features, which appear to be correlated and allow us to speculate on a sequence of related structural shifts, which may play a role in the pathogenic mechanism(s) ( Figure 4C ). 3D-domain swapping appears to be coupled with conformational changes in the hinge loop and helix-2 orientation, which in turn can influence the structure and interactions of the (R164-S170) loop and subsequently the adjacent b-strand containing M/V129. In addition, the pathogenic D178N and F198S substitutions can influence the hinge-loop and (R164-S170) loop conformations, respectively. Overall, the nature of the specific conformations in each of these variable regions can combine to determine whether the M/V129-containing b-strand forms an intermolecular sheet interface. Finally, the presence of an M129 or V129 polymorphic residue influences the conformation of the sheet interface. While the mechanisms of major conformational changes underlying PrP conversion to the infectious aggregated form are still largely unknown, identification of these polymorphism-dependent differences in intermolecular contact sites may provide a basis for understanding the initial events in this complex reaction.
Materials and methods
Purification and crystallization
WT and variant hPrPs containing residues 90-231 were expressed in Escherichia coli as inclusion bodies, refolded and purified as previously described (Zahn et al, 1997; Morillas et al, 1999) . Additional details for protein preparation, crystallization, and cryoprotection are provided in the Supplementary data. Briefly, all crystals were grown by sitting-drop vapour diffusion methods. WT-V129_1 crystals were obtained with 0.1 M Tris (pH 10.0), 3.4 M NaCl, and 5 mM CdCl 2 at 201C. WT-V129_2 crystals were obtained at 41C with 0.1 M succinic acid (pH 8.0) and 15% PEG 6K. WT-V129_3 crystals were grown at 41C from 0.1 M Na/K phosphate (pH 5.2) and 20% PEG 4K. D178N/M129 and F198S/M129 were both crystallized at 41C using 0.1 M Tris (pH 8.0), 0.2 M Mg acetate, 5% PEG 4K, and 5 mM CdCl 2 for D178N/M129, and 0.1 M Tris (pH 8.5), 1.0-1.2 M NaCl, 10-12% PEG 8K, and 5 mM CdCl 2 for F198S/ M129. D178N/V129 and F198S/V129 crystals were both obtained at 201C. D178N/V129 crystals were grown using 0.1 M Tris (pH 7.0-8.0), 1.9-2.1 M NaCl, and 5 mM CdCl 2 , while F198S/V129 crystals were grown using 0.1 M Tris (pH 8.5), 0.2 M Mg acetate, 8-12% PEG 6 or 8K, and 5-10 mM CdCl 2 . WT and mutant proteins crystallized under different conditions; attempts made to crystallize each protein under the conditions for the others were unsuccessful.
Data collection and structure determination
Crystals of D178N/M129 and F198S/M129 were grown first and their structures were solved by SIRAS to avoid model bias from molecular replacement calculations (Supplementary Table SI) . Heavy-atom derivatization was performed by soaking the crystals in artificial mother liquor containing 5 mM K 2 PtCl 4 for 2 days. Crystals of the other hPrPs were much more difficult to obtain and their structures were solved by molecular replacement. Native and derivative data were measured using either synchrotron sources or an in-house Rigaku R-AXIS IV imaging plate detector and CuKa radiation from a Rigaku H3R rotating anode X-ray generator equipped with Yale focusing mirrors (Table I and Supplementary Table SI ). All data were processed using HKL (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) . Phasing and density modification calculations were performed with SOLVE and RESOLVE (Terwilliger and Berendzen, 1999; Terwilliger 2000) , while molecular replacement solutions were obtained with EPMR (Kissinger et al, 1999) or MOLREP (Vagin and Teplyakov, 1997) , using the hPrP WT-M129 crystal structure (Knaus et al, 2001 ) with the variant residue truncated to alanine, and the hinge loop (V189-P198) and disordered N-terminal region (G90-G124) removed. Cycles of interactive model building using Coot (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004 ) and restrained refinement using Refmac (Murshudov et al, 1997) were performed. Final refined models were validated using Procheck (Laskowski et al, 1993) and MolProbity (Davis et al, 2007) . All molecular figures were prepared using PyMol (DeLano Scientific, San Carlos, CA, USA).
Western blot analysis of crystals
In cases where there were enough PrP crystals available, Western blots were performed to detect the presence of monomer and/or disulfide-linked 3D-domain-swapped dimer, and N-terminally cleaved or intact protein. WT-M129 protein stock solution and crystals, and F198S/M129 crystals were resolved by 15% SDS-PAGE and analysed by immunoblotting with the monoclonal antibody 7A12 (Li et al, 2000) . WT-M129 crystals were obtained as described previously (Knaus et al, 2001) . Five fresh crystals each of WT-M129 and F198S/M129 were boiled in non-reducing loading buffer for 3 min. Each dissolved crystal sample was then divided into two aliquots, one of which was boiled for an additional 3 min with reducing loading buffer containing 6% 2-mercaptoethanol. Crystals of WT-V129 and of the other F198S and D178N mutants were not abundant enough to be analysed by Western blots at a similar rate of success.
Accession numbers
Coordinates and structure factors for all structures have been deposited at the Protein Data Bank. The accession codes are given in Table I .
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online (http://www.embojournal.org).
